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Purpose: To develop and evaluate a neural network-based
method for Gibbs artifact and noise removal.
Methods: A convolutional neural network (CNN) was de-
signed for artifact removal in diffusion-weighted imaging
data. Two implementations were considered: one formag-
nitude images and one for complex images. Both models
were based on the same encoder-decoder structure and
were trained by simulating MRI acquisitions on synthetic
non-MRI images.
Results: Bothmachine learning methods were able to mit-
igate artifacts in diffusion-weighted images and diffusion
parametermaps. TheCNN for complex imageswas also able
to reduce artifacts in partial Fourier acquisitions.
Conclusion: The proposed CNNs extend the ability of arti-
fact correction indiffusionMRI. Themachine learningmethod
described here can be applied on each imaging slice indepen-
dently, allowing it to be used flexibly in clinical applications.
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2 MUCKLEY ET AL.
1 | INTRODUCTION
TheGibbs phenomenon [1, 2] and noise are artifacts that affect all magnetic resonance imaging scans. The traditional
solution for both low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and Gibbs artifacts has been to apply a smoothing filter to the image.
Although smoothing can reduce the variance of noise, it cannot directly correct for the Rician-biased signal present
in low-SNR regimes, nor can it accurately reproduce images that are Gibbs-artifact-free. Methods using Gegenbauer
polynomials have been shown to be able to detect edges and accurately estimate images up to the edge for the purpose
of Gibbs removal [3]. Subvoxel shifting is anothermethod that can substantially reduce Gibbs ringing in acquisitions
without partial Fourier encoding [4]. Model-based reconstructionmethods [5–8] can improve SNR and/or reduce Gibbs
ringing. In parametric protocols with repetitive acquistions such as diffusion MRI, correlations across the diffusion
directions can be used for denoising. Recently, a randommatrix theory-basedMP-PCAmethod has been developed
that takes advantage of these correlations for noise estimation [9] and removal [10]. Also for diffusion, the DESIGNER
pipeline [11] based onMP-PCA and subvoxel shifting has been demonstrated and validated.
A drawback of many of thesemethods is that they rely onmodels that are not fully general. MP-PCA requires the
distribution of the noise to be unaltered by processing, as well as many diffusion directions in order to take advantage
of the corresponding correlations [9, 10], but many clinical protocols only use a small number of diffusion directions.
Meanwhile, subvoxel shifting does not perform well on partial Fourier acquisitions [4]. Partial Fourier imaging is a
complex case due to the interaction between blurring effects from the undersampling and ringing effects from the
Fourier series approximation of the image. The combination of these effects is difficult tomodel explicitly due to the
presence of ringing artifacts of varying frequency and phase [4].
Machine learning offers a framework for buildingmodels that can be applied to simultaneously remove a variety
of artifacts in an acquisition-flexible manner. One potential class of models suitable for these tasks is convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [12, 13]. CNNs aremodels composed of simple building blocks— often convolution kernels
only 3 pixels wide followed by an activation function. When many convolution kernels are used together, they can
approximate highly nonlinear functions of many variables. The use of simple components makes training suchmodels
ideally suited for parallelization and efficient implementation onmodern computer architectures. Several recent papers
have demonstrated the applicability of CNNs for medical imaging in areas including image reconstruction [14–18],
image quality transfer [19], super-resolution [20], segmentation [21], and artifact correction [22].
DiffusionMRI is an intriguing test application for Gibbs and noise removal models. Both effects can have drastic
effects on diffusion parameter maps. The calculation of higher order diffusion parameters can require the application
of b-values up to b = 2500 s/mm2 [23], which, coupled with strong diffusion gradients and long echo times, leads to
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [24]. The well-known ≤ 9% intensity variation due to Gibbs ringing [1, 2] may translate
into ∼ 100%errors in the estimated signal moments or cumulants, in particular leading to the so-called “black voxels”
(masked outliers) in kurtosis maps [6]. Thus, systemic defects — such as Gibbs or effects frommachine learning-based
processing— are substantially amplified in the corresponding parameter maps.
Here, our aim is to develop and evaluate a machine learning approach for Gibbs and noise removal. We show
that the framework of CNNs allows the simultaneous removal of these artifact sources in an acquisition-flexible
manner— specifically, we extend the ability for Gibbs artifact removal to the partial Fourier setting and noise removal
to the setting with few diffusion directions. We accomplish this by training the model entirely on simulations of
MRI acquisitions with images from the ImageNet data set [25]. Prior to the evaluation stage of our experiments,
networks trained this way have never seen anMR image, mitigating overfitting risk. Our results suggest that, with CNN
processing, high-quality parameter maps can be calculated from abbreviated acquisitions with a little more than half of
the encoding time required for traditional full acquisitions, opening up new possibilities forMRI. Themethod can be
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applied independently to each imaging slice, allowing application to clinical protocols with few repetitive scans. Finally,
the simulation framework can be adapted to other acquistion protocols, allowing generalization to other applications.
2 | METHODS
InMRI, images are reconstructed by sampling a Fourier series at a discrete set of locations where the Fourier series
coefficients are the acquired k-space points. This suffers from the Fourier series approximation error that manifests
as the Gibbs phenomenon [1, 2]. In practice, the MRI scanner does not produce the true, noise-free Fourier series
coefficients, but a noise-corrupted version of them. Here, we denote the true image at a given resolution asmd and its
noisy, Gibbs-corrupted version as xd where d is an integer that indicates the d th image. Our goal is to learn a functional,
fθ (·), that estimates md from xd where θ are the parameters of the functional. We accomplish this by solving the
following optimization problem:
θˆ = argmin
θ
D∑
d=1
‖md − fθ (xd ) ‖22 , (1)
whereD is the size of the training data set.
Solving (1) requires a data set of image pairs (md , xd ), d ∈ [1, ...,D ] or ameans of generating them. We choose to
simulate bothmd and xd from a latent, high-resolution image that comes from the ImageNet data set [25]. Figure 1
ImageNet Input (2562)
Random Flipping
Random Transpose
Random Phase
Ellipsoid Cropping
Forward FFT
Gibbs Crop (to 1002)
Add Noise
Partial Fourier Mask
Inverse FFT
Image Normalization
Absolute Value
Spline Resizing (to 1002)
mdxd
F IGURE 1 Simulation pipeline. The processing streams begin with a 256 × 256 ImageNet image. Then, after random
flipping and transposing, random phase and random ellipsoid cropping are applied. Then, the network input xd has
Gibbs ringing simulated along with noise and partial Fourier masking, followed by normalization. The targetmd images
have the absolute value operation applied followed by spline resizing to the target imagematrix size.
shows our simulation pipeline. We describe the details of the steps in Section 2.2.1. Section 2.1 describes themodel ar-
chitecture for fθ (·). In Section 2.3.2 we describe test experiments that were conducted on data sets completely separate
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from that used for training, including real-world diffusion validation experiments in which we test the performance of
two different networks and compare to state-of-the-art methods across partial Fourier factors. We show results from
these experiments in Section 3.
2.1 | Model Architecture
There are many potential model architectures for accomplishing deGibbsing. Architectures such as variational [14]
and cascaded [15] networks offer themost flexibility for explicitly modeling system physics. However, thesemodels
often require access to the raw data and system parameters, e.g., for sensitivity map estimation. Use of suchmodels
may require accessing proprietary information or signing research agreements with vendors. Furthermore, the use
of models that rely on raw data can incur substantial data storage requirements. Finally, they preclude the use of the
model on previously-acquired data.
Due to these considerations, we address the Gibbs phenomenonwith an image-to-image architecture. Ourmodel
comes from the class of U-Net [26] architectures. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the architecture. At themidpoint of the
U-Net (shown as the bottom of the U in Figure 2), convolution operations affect almost the entire image, enabling the
network to learn global features such as conjugate k-space symmetry. We process complex images by inputting the real
3 64
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Dn(256)
Dn(512)
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Up(256)
Up(128)
Up(64)
Up(64)
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+
(a) Overall Architecture
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N 2N N
(c) Intermediate, Int
N
5N 2P P
FromConv.
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Wave Trans.,Concat.
Conv,BN,ReLU
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F IGURE 2 Model architecture (a). Boxes with sharp boundaries denote images with the number of channels
displayed above the box. Boxes with rounded boundaries are submodules. Also shown are example downsampling (b),
upsampling (d), and intermediate (c) submodules at a constant network depth. Themodel as shown here has
31,646,338 parameters.
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and imaginary components into the network as two separate channels [15]. After each convolution layer we apply batch
normalization [27]. After batch normalization, we apply rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions, as is standard
practice [28]. Unlike the standard U-Net, ourmodel includes wavelet transforms for downsampling and upsampling.
The theoretical properties of thesemodifications were analyzed previously [16] and demonstrated to better-preserve
high-resolution features. Based on the intuition that it is easier to learn residuals rather than signals [29], we use a
skipped connection over the entire architecture for the real and imaginary channels. For cases with complex inputs, we
apply themagnitude operation as a final step after the skipped connection.
2.2 | Training
Code for training ourmodels is available on Github at <link>. We trained the network by simulatingMRI acquisitions
on photographs from the ImageNet data base [25], using resized, noise-free versions of the original photographs as
target imagesmd . The data set contained 1,281,167 images in the training set and 50,000 images in the validation set.
The “best” model was selected based on theminimal loss over the validation data set during the training epochs. Use of
ImageNet for training requires specification of 1) an encoding simulation pipeline (Section 2.2.1) and 2) an optimization
procedure (Section 2.2.2).
Although the images in ImageNet are not trueMR images, we take this approach due to the fact that it is impossible
to acquire large volumes of high-resolution diffusion images for the purpose of simulating Gibbs artifacts. An alternative
would be to train from high-resolution anatomical data, but diffusion-weighted images can have substantially different
features from their high-resolution anatomical counterparts. Thus, training a network on simulated Gibbs artifacts
from high-resolution anatomical data runs the risk of having the network reconstruct signals that would not be present
in the corresponding diffusion data. Furthermore, an anatomical data set would be highly homogeneous, limiting the
generalizability of the resulting network. Conversely, ImageNet is a highly heterogeneous data set, enabling the network
to learnmore generic features and potentially enabling application of this approach in otherMRImodalities that suffer
fromGibbs artifacts. A key determinant of the feasibility of this approach is the simulation of encoding operations as
they occur in vivo, which we discuss below.
2.2.1 | Simulation
The simplest Gibbs simulation could be accomplished by cropping the k-space representation of a high-resolution
image. However, in practice MR acquisitions are affected by many factors other than the Gibbs phenomenon. We
simulate a subset of these effects. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the simulation pipeline. The simulation begins with raw
grayscale ImageNet image (converted via BT.601 color standards), resized to a standard size of 256 × 256 using bilinear
interpolation [30]. The simulation then randomly flips and/or transposes the image, each with a 50% probability. After
flipping and transposing, the simulation proceeds to the random phase step. The random phase simulation generates a
random set of Gaussian radial basis functions for each simulated image - this is described in detail in Appendix A. An
example of simulated phase compared to a true in vivo phase case is shown in Figure 3. The random phase simulation
requires a number of probabilistic parameters for specifying the distribution of the simulated phase - these are reported
in the appendix.
Since most images have a no-signal background, following random phase simulation we apply random ellipsoid
cropping to the images. We also include a 10% probability that no ellipsoid cropping occurs to handle cases that may
not have a no-signal background. After image-domain cropping, the processing pipelines split. For the data, xd , we apply
the FFT and crop the image from a 256 × 256 grid to a 100 × 100 grid in k-space to simulate the Fourier series truncation
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Simulated Phase In Vivo Phase
-3.14
-1.57
0
1.57
3.14 PhaseAngle(Radians)
F IGURE 3 Examples of phase from in vivo diffusion-weighted data and the simulations used for network training.
Phasemaps can have substantial variations that must be consideredwhen applying partial Fourier imaging.
effect. The simulation adds noise at levels from 1 to 32 times themean absolute k-space value, varying the noise level
within this range on a uniform base-2 logarithmic scale (average noise ratio of 10).
After the inverse FFT, both processing pipelines aremerged into an image normalization layer where both images
are divided by themaximum absolute value in xd . The absolute value operation is then applied tomd . To simulate an
artifact-free target,md , we interpolatemd from a 256×256 grid to a 100×100 grid using cubic splines. Finally, to provide
the complex-valued CNNwithmore information, we concatenate a standard partial Fourier reconstructionmethod
[31] to the complex-valued xd output in the channel dimension prior to input to the neural network.
When magnitude images are used, the inputs have Rician noise rather than Gaussian. Wemaintain most of the
above processing stream aside from threemodifications. 1) The absolute value operation is applied after inverse FFT in
the xd stream, and 2) followed by dividing by themaximum value of the xd image for both themd and xd final images.
This implicitly builds Rician bias correction into the network training.
2.2.2 | Optimization
Our optimization routine followed standard practice. We used the ImageNet data set [25] with standard training and
validation splits. Our convolution weights were initialized with a uniform distribution [32]. ReLUs were initialized with
zero parameters. We used the Adam algorithm [33] with a learning rate of 1 × 10−3 over 10 epochs to minimize the
mean-squared error cost function in (1). At each epoch, we calculated the loss over the entire validation data set and
saved themodel with the best validation loss for the in vivo test experiments. Eachmodel was trained independently
on each partial Fourier factor. We implemented our models in the PyTorch deep learning framework [30]. Training
was performed on an IBMGPU computing cluster with Power9 8335-GTH compute nodes. Each node in the compute
cluster had four Nvidia V100GPUswith 16 GB of memory. Our specific trainings utilized one GPUwith a batch size of
55. Training time took approximately 10 days.
2.3 | Testing
In the test phasewe evaluated the proposedCNNmethods for their ability to process diffusion-weighted images (DWIs)
on different data sets. In all our test experiments, we define “SNR” to be the mean absolute image value divided by
the complex Gaussian standard deviation. Note that this is different from the k-space ratio used during training. We
conducted canonical signal processing experiments and in vivo experiments. To provide context for the performance of
the CNNmethods, we also processed the DWIs with a state-of-the-art (SoA) method [11], as well as a method designed
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for partial Fourier imaging [31]. In all cases with diffusion parameter maps, the rawDWIs were first processed by the
designatedmethod prior to parameter map estimation. To clearly show that our test data sets are distinct from our
training data sets, we index test signals with t instead of d .
Raw: These parameter maps were calculated from the raw diffusion-weighted images with no extra processing
before the parameter estimation stage.
State-of-the-Art (SoA) [11]: Prior to parametermap estimation, the images were denoised using randommatrix
theory-basedMP-PCAmethod [10] using a 5 x 5 x 5 voxel kernel extent with Rician bias correction [10], followed by
Gibbs removal via subvoxel shifting [4] where each voxel was discretized into 20 subvoxel elements. Unlike the CNN
methods, the SoAmethod is able to use information from low-b diffusion-weighted images to denoise images from
high-b diffusion gradients.
Magnitude-input CNN (MCNN): The Raw diffusion images after themagnitude operation, xt , are processed by a
neural network trained with the simulation pipeline in Figure 1with the target imagemt being amagnitude, deGibbsed
image without PF. This particular network attempts to restore themissing partial Fourier information. This network has
31,646,338 parameters.
StandardPartial Fourier (StandardPF):TheRawdiffusion images are processed by using a standard partial Fourier
reconstruction method that utilizes the phase maps from the symmetric region of k-space [31] prior to parameter
estimation.
Complex-input CNN (CCNN): The Raw complex-valued diffusion images, xt , are processed by a neural network
trainedwith the simulation pipeline in Figure 1with the target imagemt being amagnitude, deGibbsed imagewithout
PF. This particular network attempts to restore themissing partial Fourier information. This network has 31,646,338
parameters.
2.3.1 | Canonical Experiments
To characterize the deGibbsing and denoising performance of the network, we performed a set of canonical signal
processing experiments with two data sets. The first data set consisted of a simple edge phantom, while the second data
set consisted of the test split of the 2013 ImageNet challenge [34].
Edge-spread function: The edge phantom, meant to study the response of the networks to an ideal unit-step,
consisted of a 2D digital image with half of the image filled with 1s and the other half filled with 0s. This image was
generated at a 1024 × 1024matrix size (cropped to a 100 × 100matrix size during simulation). The location of the edge
was varied by rotating it. Figure 6 includes a composite image of the phantom generated from fθˆ (xt ) at many different
SNR levels. We performed two sets of experiments with the edge phantom: contrast-to-noise (CNR) and deGibbsing
experiments. In a previous study [4], it was noted that deGibbsing performance could vary depending on the angle of
the edge. To assess the performance of themethod on removing Gibbs artifacts at different angles, we generated the
phantom at a set of angles beetween 0 and 45 degrees at a 1024 SNR level and computed the CCNN deGibbsed image.
We also performed contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) experiments. The goal of the CNR experiments was to quantify
the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the network’s line-spread function (analogous to a point-spread function
in 1D) across a variety of noise levels. We accomplished this by applying the simulation pipeline in Figure 1 without
random flipping and transposing at a variety of CNRs between 0 and 10, resulting in images at 100 × 100matrix sizes.
For each CNR, we applied both the CCNNmodel (generating fθˆ (xt ) realizations for each one). This resulted in a series of
edge-spread function images. To compensate for noise in calculating the FWHMvalues, for each row of the resulting
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image, we fit a summation of logistic functions [35]:
l (s) = c +
3∑
i=1
αi
1 + exp
(
s−βi
γi
) , (2)
where c , αi , βi , and γi , i ∈ [1, 2, 3] are fitting parameters. We computed the derivative of this function and used it to
calculate a line-spread function for each row of the image. From the line-spread functions, we calculated the FWHMs
and averaged across the rows. For each CNR level, we repeated and averaged this experiment 50 times.
ImageNet Test Data: The goal of the tests on the ImageNet data was to assess the network’s performance across a
broad variety of signals. For this we used the test split from the 2013 ImageNet challenge [34]. This datawas not used at
all in training and is distinct from the validation data set. The test set included 40,152 images. We applied the simulation
pipeline in Figure 1 and computed the power spectral ratio on the resulting images [6]. Let S(·) be the operator that
computes the power spectral density of the image. For each image-target pair in the validation data set, (xt ,mt ), we
computed
ht (f ) =
√
S (fθˆ (xt ))
S (mt ) . (3)
Then, we averaged over all t ∈ [1, ..., ntest] to compute a mean h¯(f ) for each partial Fourier factor and SNR level and
computed profiles across f in the partial Fourier direction to assess resolution performance.
2.3.2 | In Vivo Test Experiments
We tested themethod in vivo by scanning a volunteer with a diffusion imaging protocol under IRB approval, saving the
raw data. We scanned the volunteer after all model and training parameters were complete, so that these data qualify
as a true prospective test set. The volunteer was scanned on a 3T Prisma scanner with a 16-channel head coil (Siemens
Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). Diffusion-weighted images were acquired with a spin echo EPI sequence at 100 ×
100matrix size over 38 slices (2mm isotropic resolution) and along 66 isotropically-distributed directions at b-values
of 0, 1,000, and 1,500 s/mm2. We applied the diffusion-weighted acquisition four times: once for each PF factor of
5/8ths, 6/8ths, 7/8ths, and fully-sampled, with the intention that the fully-sampled DWIs with current state-of-the-art
processing serve as a gold standard. The acquisition parameters were set based on the shortest values we could achieve
for the fully-sampled acquisition, leading to a TR of 9 s and a TE of 105 ms. The partial Fourier acquisitions used a
standard protocol.
The images were reconstructed with adaptive coil combination [36]. Parameter map estimation was performed on
the processed image using a constrained weighted linear least squares approach [37]. Since the complex CNN can take
into account smooth variations in the phase of the image to recover high-resolution information, we also included as a
comparison a reconstruction using a standard partial Fourier method that estimates smooth phase from the symmetric
region of k-space [31] applied with our own custom software to the raw data.
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3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Canonical Experimental Results
Figure 4 shows the performance of the network in a canonical deGibbsing experiment with a hard edgewith the edge
oriented at 0 and 45 degrees. Both the CCNN and theMCNNmethods performed similarly at both angles, with the
Angle = 0◦ Angle = 45◦
Sig
nal
0 20 40 60 80 100
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
xd
SoADG
CCNN, fθˆ(xd)
Sig
nal
0 20 40 60 80 100
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8 xd
SoADG
CCNN, fθˆ(xd)
Image Pixel Index Image Pixel Index
F IGURE 4 Profiles across the edge phantom for the raw, Gibbs-corrupted data, xt , the CCNNmodel, fθˆ (xt ), and theMCNNmodel for edges at different angles. Both the CCNN and theMCNNmethod reduce the Gibbs artifacts. The
MCNNmethod has residual artifacts at the image boundaries and some rounding of the edge. Both plots are done at
the same length scale, so the 45-degree plot domain does not reach the image boundary.
main difference being the sharpness of the edges with theMCNNmethod both at the simulated edge and the image
boundaries. These image boundary residual artifacts do not appear in the 45◦ plot since this profile does not reach the
image boundaries.
We also examined the CCNN activations (i.e., images from each channel after a CNN layer) in the case of the
edge phantom, which are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows one channel (out of 64) from the activations after three
Inp
ut,
x t
Ac
tiv
ati
on
s
No PF 7/8 PF 6/8 PF 5/8 PF
F IGURE 5 Activations across PF factors. (top) Original xt input to the neural network at an SNR of 1024. (bottom)
Activations from one channel prior to first wavelet transform. The activations in early layers enhance the Gibbs artifact,
which is then subtracted from the image in the final step.
convolutional steps and prior to the first wavelet transform. In early layers, we found that the networks tended to
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F IGURE 6 Responses of the CCNNmodel across CNR levels. (left) shows a composite image of network estimates
across a variety of CNRs from 0.25 to 10, while (right) shows the change in estimated FWHMas a function of CNR.
Above a CNR of 1, CNN performance is fairly stable. Below a CNR of 1, the FWHM increases as the CNR approaches 0.
enhance Gibbs artifacts for removal in the final layers. Other features of the image are detected in the other network
channels, as shown in Figure 1 of the supplementarymaterial. Some channels detect changes in the phase of the image,
while other channels detect flat regions. The overall properties of the network depend on integrations of all of these
channels. We also examined activations in other layers after wavelet downsampling operations, but the activations in
these layers were less interpretable.
Figure 6 shows the response of the CCNN in the edge experiments across a range of contrast-to-noise ratios. Above
a CNR of 1, the CNNFWHM rapidly converges towards 1. Below a CNR ratio of 1, the network’s FWHM increases as
the CNR approaches 0. Figure 6 also shows a composite image of CNN image estimates, fθˆ (xt ), across CNR factors.
Figure 6 shows visually how as the CNR decreases, the edge begins to blur.
Figure 7 shows profiles of the mean spectral response, h¯(f ), in the partial Fourier direction of the CCNNmodel
across different partial Fourier factors and SNR levels over the entire test set. The spectral responses were calculated
from the 2013 test split of ImageNet as described in Section 2.3.1. As the SNR decreases, the network applies more
smoothing, resulting in a loss of high-resolution features of about 30% at an SNR value of 1. The MCNN method
exhibited similar profiles, but withmore smoothing at low SNR - theMCNN smoothingwithout partial Fourier at an SNR
of 1 led to about 50% attenuation of the high frequencies. In all cases, we observed features in the spectral responses
around spectral cutoff points - this included the ripples at the edge of the sampled k-space in theNo PF setting, with
further cusps developing near the PF cutoff points in the PF settings.
3.2 | In Vivo Test Experiment Results
Figure 8 shows examples of non-diffusion-weighted images before and after processing. The raw images (Raw) served
as the input for the magnitude deep learning (MCNN) and complex deep learning (CCNN) methods. Both methods
remove artifacts, but theMCNNmethod allows residual rippling artifacts to pass through in the presence of partial
Fourier. These rippling artifacts are not present in the CCNNmethod.
Figure 9 shows parameter maps for the different methods without partial Fourier (No PF) andwith 5/8ths partial
Fourier (5/8 PF). Mean diffusivities calculated from the raw DWI data (Raw) show notable noise and Gibbs ringing
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F IGURE 7 Spectral responses in the partial Fourier direction across different partial Fourier factors and SNR levels
for the CCNNmodel. “PFC” indicates the partial Fourier cutoff. Ripples can be seen that are related to the Gibbs effect
and the PF cutoffs. In the partial Fourier cases, the CCNN response has a cusp in the frequency response at the level of
the partial Fourier factor. The response beyond the PFC characterizes the ability to restore themissing Fourier
harmonics. At lower SNRs, the PFC singularity gradually disappears, and the CCNNmodel becomes a low-pass filter,
applyingmore smoothing to compensate for the increased noise. Profiles for theMCNNmethodwere similar, but
requiredmore smoothing at the lower SNR levels.
artifacts, while this is substantially removed with the state-of-the-art (SoA) method. However, the state-of-the-art
method begins to lose its ability to compensate for theGibbs ringing and resolution losswhen partial Fourier is utilized in
the acquisition. The effects of partial Fourier increases are primarily evident in the enlargement of the lateral ventricles
and the presence of black lines in the vicinity of the lateral ventricles. TheMCNNmodel is able to compensate somewhat
for the ringing effects, but begins to introduce substantial artifacts at the 5/8ths partial Fourier factor, whereas the
CCNNmodel continues to give high-quality mean parameter maps across all PF factors. Similar trends are observed in
the other diffusion parameter maps.
Figure 10 comparesmean diffusivity maps across various partial Fourier factors between the CCNN and state-of-
the-art methods. Themethods perform similarly without partial Fourier acceleration, but as partial Fourier acceleration
increases, the image is continually degraded in the SoA method, with "black voxels" appearing around the lateral
ventricles. The CCNNmethodmitigates the appearance of these artifacts in the parameter maps.
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Raw xt MCNN, fθˆ (xt )
MCNNResid.,
Ric(xt ) − fθˆ (xt )
CCNN, fθˆ (xt )
CCNNResid.,
Ric(xt ) − fθˆ (xt )
No
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F IGURE 8 Examples of non-diffusion-weighted images from in vivo data at b = 0 s/mm2 . Artifacts in the Raw image,
xt , are corrected by theMCNN and CCNNmodels, fθˆ (xt ). Also shown are the residuals between the CNN correctionsand the original Raw imagewith Rician bias correction Ric(xt ) [10]. The Gibbs artifacts removed by themethods are
observed in the residuals. TheMCNNmethod introduces some banding artifacts at the PF 5/8ths factor that are not
present in the CCNNmethod.
4 | DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that with carefully-crafted simulations, it is possible to train CNN models based solely on MR
encoding operators that can be applied to in vivoMR imaging data. We characterized the performance of this method
with canonical experiments, showing Gibbs removal capability with hard edges, as well as providing preliminary evi-
dence that the network’s denoising capability depends on signal-adaptive smoothing, and that this smoothing largely
takes place at contrast-to-noise ratios below 1. In principle there are no restrictions on applying themethod in new
applications other than retraining based on the application image matrix size. Our chosen in vivo setting here was
diffusion parameter mapping due to the relevance of the artifacts and the sensitivity of diffusion parameter mapping to
Gibbs effects. Nonetheless, wewould recommend conducting independent performance studies for each application
prior to using themethod.
We found that it is possible to recover the high-resolution informationmissing in partial Fourier acquisitions while
simultaneously reducing Gibbs artifacts and suppressing noise in a way that is robust enough for diffusion parameter
estimation. Figures 6 and 7 suggest that the primary determinant of resolution with the proposedmodels is SNR rather
than PF factor. The CCNNmethod performed better than theMCNNmethod in our experiments, both qualitatively and
quantitatively. AlthoughDWI images from bothmethods were superior to the raw, unprocessed images, in the presence
of partial Fourier encoding theMCNNmethod introduced artifacts that were subtle in DWIs and readily apparent in
the parameter maps in Figure 9. This failure could have arisen due to systematic artifacts introduced by theMCNN - an
effect that is known to be possible with the use of CNNs [38]. The CCNNmodel, on the other hand, may be able to use
the smoothness of the phase to estimatemissing k-space areas - something which is not possible after themagnitude
operation has been applied. It may be possible to adapt theMCNNmethod in the future to handle the ripple effects
seen in Figures 8 and 9 - we leave this investigation to future work.
Practically, the success of the approach can be attributed to 1) having a sufficiently deep neural network able to
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F IGURE 9 Parameter maps from various methods (with CSFmasks for FA andMK). At the top are shown the b = 0
images fromRaw, state-of-the-art (SoA), MCNN, standard partial Fourier, and CCNNmethods. Rows 2 and 3 show
results for mean diffusivity, rows 4 and 5 show results for fractional anisotropy, and rows 6 and 7 show results for mean
kurtosis. The SoAmethod and both deep learningmethods performwell without partial Fourier acceleration; however,
at the 5/8ths partial Fourier factor, substantial artifacts are present for all methods other than the CCNNmethod.
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F IGURE 10 Comparison of mean diffusivity (MD) parameter maps across PF factors of 5/8ths, 6/8ths, 7/8ths, and
without PF (No PF). Themethods include state-of-the-art (SoA) and CCNNmethods. Without partial Fourier, both
methods are similar; however, as the PF factor increases, substantial artifacts are introduced in the SoAmethod,
particularly around the lateral ventricles. The CCNNmethod is able to reduce the introduction of artifacts.
adequately capture the difference betweenGibbs-corrupted and ground-truth images and 2) to the heterogeneity of
the synthetic training set and the richness of the encoding simulations providing ample training data. During training,
themodels saw over 10million candidate phasemaps simulated on over 1million baseline images. Data sets of this size
are difficult to acquire in medical imaging, and impossible to acquire for the purpose of simulating Gibbs artifacts in
diffusion-weighted imaging. The use of millions of parameters in the design of CNNs, although standard practice in deep
learning, includes overfitting risk. Training such amodel requires careful consideration of the simulation process and its
relationship with the test dataset. As we see in Figures 8 and 9, subtle or benign artifacts in the DWIs are substantially
magnified in the corresponding parameter maps. To consider the effects of overfitting, we designed our experiments to
have not only separate training, validation, and test data sets as different groups of images, but to have the test phase of
the experiments consider images of a completely different class. Prior to our diffusion imaging experiments, we did
not useMR images. Implicitly, this suggests that wewould observe the same nature of artifacts in healthy subjects as
thosewith pathology. Furthermore, training in this waymitigates themethod’s susceptibility to selection bias in the
construction of the dataset that would occur with clinical imaging.
Our results were achieved by processing each diffusion-weighted image separately. An advantage of this approach
is that our CNNmethods can be applied to each image independently for eachMR imaging application. Ourmethods
are also readily extendable to other non-diffusion applications that may benefit from Gibbs removal. However, a
disadvantage is that the proposedmethods do not fully leverage the repetitive correlations present in applications such
as diffusionMRI. It is difficult to denoise images at high b-values without access to information from low b-value images.
Such relations are considered in the randommatrix denoisingmethod [10]. This suggests that one avenue to explore
in the future for diffusion would be to combine the randommatrix theory-based denoising [10] as a pre-processing
step, able to incorporate the correlations between different DWIs, with the subsequently improved performance of
CCNN-based removal of Gibbs and other artifacts.
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5 | CONCLUSION
Wehave shown that Gibbs artifacts and noise can be substantially reduced by training a convolutional neural network
with simulations of the image acquisitions. We demonstrated ourmethod on canonical experiments and in vivo data,
and showed its potential for artifact removal. Themethod can be applied independently on each slice of the imaging
dataset, enabling its use in many clinical settings such as clinical diffusion MRI where few diffusion directions may
be available. In the future, wewill examine possible extensions, including consideration of 3D anatomical structures,
correlations across repetitive acquisitions, explicit incorporation of physics into the model, and validation on other
clinical applications.
A | PHASE SIMULATION
Inspired by results from functional approximation theory [39, 40] andmachine learning [41], we approximate the phase
as being a summation of Gaussian radial basis functions:
psim(r) = exp
(
i
S∑
s=1
Bs∑
b=1
ab,s e
− 1zs ‖r−r0,b,s ‖22
)
, (4)
where psim(r) is the phase map, r is a 2-length vector for spatial position, ab,s is the amplitude of the (b, s)th basis
function, r0,b,s is the center of the (b, s)th basis function, and zs governs the width of the basis functions in the sth
subset. In functional approximation theory, formulations like (4) are used to build a candidate for psim(r) given a set
of points, (ab,s , r0,b,s ), b ∈ [1, ...,Bs ] (zs is usually chosen to be fixed). However, rather than estimate psim(r) from a
measured cloud of points, our goal is to randomly generate an example from a synthetic cloud of points. For each training
example we randomly generate psim(r) according to the followingmodel:
S ∼ Poisson (λS )
Bs ∼ Poisson (λB )
zs ∼ |N | (µz ,σz )
ab,s ∼ N (µa ,σa )
r0,b,s,j ∼ U
(
rmin,j , rmax,j
)
,
where N indicates a Gaussian distribution, |N | is a folded Gaussian distribution, andU indicates a uniform distribution.
The parameters λS , λB , µz , σz , µa , and σa are set for training, and rmin,j and rmax,j are theminima andmaxima for r in the
j th imaging dimension. Contrary to practice in the approximation literature, we allow zs to vary to avoid the degenerate
training case where networks create filters to detect Gaussian functions of a fixedwidth.
When Bs and S are not too large, psim(r)will typically be smooth as in real application settings; however, sharp
changes can also occur during training when basis function centers are near each other. As a further form of data
augmentation, we include a 1% probability that no phase at all is simulated. Figure 3 shows an example of simulated
phase compared to real phase from in vivo data. For our experiments, we used λS = 12, λB = 15, µz = 64 pixels2
σz = 100 pixels2 , µa = 0◦ , and σa = 5◦ . We set rmin,j and rmax,j to restrict the center of the Gaussian basis function to the
image support in the j th dimension.
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